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PHOENIX LESTER
The Oxford History of Ancient Egypt describes the emergence and development
of the distinctive civilization of the ancient
Egyptians, from their prehistoric origins to
their conquest by the Persians, Greeks,
and Romans. Included are the most detailed examinations of the three so-called
'intermediate periods' in Egyptian history,
which were previously regarded as 'dark
ages' but are now beginning to be better
understood.
Ranging from ancient times to the present,
a survey of the evolution of the prison ex-

plores its relationship to the history of
Western criminal law and oﬀers a look at
the social world of prisoners over the centuries
This Companion provides a comprehensive
introduction to key topics in the study of
ancient history. Examines the forms of evidence, problems, approaches, and major
themes in the study of ancient history
Comprises more than 40 essays, written
by leading international scholars Moves beyond the primary focus on Greece and
Rome with coverage of the various cultures within the ancient Mediterranean
Draws on the latest research in the ﬁeld

Provides an essential resource for any student of ancient history
Is the world destined to suﬀer endless cycles of conﬂict and war? Can rival nations
become partners and establish a lasting
and stable peace? How Enemies Become
Friends provides a bold and innovative account of how nations escape geopolitical
competition and replace hostility with
friendship. Through compelling analysis
and rich historical examples that span the
globe and range from the thirteenth century through the present, foreign policy expert Charles Kupchan explores how adversaries can transform enmity into ami-
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ty--and he exposes prevalent myths about
the causes of peace. Kupchan contends
that diplomatic engagement with rivals,
far from being appeasement, is critical to
rapprochement between adversaries. Diplomacy, not economic interdependence,
is the currency of peace; concessions and
strategic accommodation promote the mutual trust needed to build an international
society. The nature of regimes matters
much less than commonly thought: countries, including the United States, should
deal with other states based on their foreign policy behavior rather than on
whether they are democracies. Kupchan
demonstrates that similar social orders
and similar ethnicities, races, or religions
help nations achieve stable peace. He considers many historical successes and failures, including the onset of friendship between the United States and Great Britain
in the early twentieth century, the Concert
of Europe, which preserved peace after
1815 but collapsed following revolutions in
1848, and the remarkably close partnership of the Soviet Union and China in the
1950s, which descended into open rivalry
by the 1960s. In a world where conﬂict
among nations seems inescapable, How
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Enemies Become Friends oﬀers critical insights for building lasting peace.
This is an account of the rise and fall of
the civilization in the Nile Valley, covering
the ﬁrst human settlement (c 120,000 BC)
to its conquest by Alexander the Great in
333 BC. This is the ﬁrst history of ancient
Egypt for 25 years Brings together the
very latest textual and archaeological evidence The index, bibliography and appendices make this an invaluable reference
tool New guide to further reading in English especially commissioned for the paperback edition
"The Oxford History of the Ancient Near
East oﬀers a comprehensive and fully illustrated survey of the history of Egypt and
Western Asia (Levant, Anatolia, Mesopotamia and Iran) in ﬁve volumes, from the
emergence of complex states to the conquest of Alexander of Great. The authors
represent a highly international mix of
leading academics whose expertise brings
alive the people, places and times of the
remote past. The emphasis lies ﬁrmly on
the political and social histories of the
states and communities under investigation. The individual chapters present the
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key textual and material sources underpinning the historical reconstruction, giving
special attention to the most recent
archaeological ﬁnds and how they have impacted our interpretation. The ﬁrst volume
covers the long period from the mid-tenth
millennium to the late third millennium BC
and presents the history of the Near East
in ten chapters "From the Beginnings to
Old Kingdom Egypt and the Dynasty of
Akkad". Key topics include the domestication of animals and plants, the ﬁrst permanent settlements, the subjugation and appropriation of the natural environment, the
emergence of complex states and belief
systems, the invention of the earliest writing systems and the wide-ranging trade
networks that linked diverse population
groups across deserts, mountains and
oceans"-The Oxford Handbook of Early Christian
Studies responds to and celebrates the explosion of research in this inter-disciplinary
ﬁeld over recent decades. It is thematically arranged to encompass history, literature, thought, practices, and material culture. Whilst the burgeoning of scholarly
work has made it impossible for any one
scholar to maintain expertise in every as-
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pect of the discipline, this handbook seeks
to aid both the new researcher in the ﬁeld
andthe scholar entering an unfamiliar sub-specialty. Each chapter orients readers to
the current 'state of the question' in a given area, reﬂecting on key research issues
to date, highlighting primarysources and
giving suggestions as to the likely direction of future work. The Handbook takes
the period 100 to 600 CE as a chronological span and examines the vast geographical area impacted by the early church, in
Western and Eastern late antiquity.
"We Greeks are one in blood and one in
language; we have temples to the gods
and religious rites in common, and a common way of life." HerodotusThroughout
the course of ancient Greek civilisation,
there always existed a sense of shared culture among the many Greek communities
scattered throughout the Mediterranean.
During the Classical (479-338) and Hellenistic (338-30) periods, the countless individual poleis of the Archaic period gradually came together in leagues and alliances, and ﬁnally were more or less united when they fell under the Roman empire.But what is fascinating about this process is how much resistance there was to

it. The Greeks found it impossible to unify
when faced with common enemies. Even
under Roman rule the Greek cities still
bickered. Acts of union -- going back to the
legendary Trojan War -- were widely celebrated, but made little practical diﬀerence.
If the Greeks knew that they were kin, why
is Greek history so often the history of
their internecine wars and other forms of
competition with one another? This is the
question acclaimed historian Robin Waterﬁeld sets out to explore in Creators,
Conquerors, and Citizens.This extraordinary contradiction -- the recognition that
they were all Greeks, but the deep-seated
reluctance to unify -- is at the heart of this
ambitious new history. The culmination of
a lifetime of research, Waterﬁeld gives a
comprehensive account of seven hundred
years, from the emergence of the Greeks
around 750 BCE to the downfall of the last
of the Greco-Macedonian kingdoms in 30
BCE, looking at political, military, social,
and cultural history.
This deﬁnitive, multi-volume history of the
world's ﬁrst known state reveals that
much of what we have been taught about
Ancient Egypt is the product of narrow--
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minded visions of the past Drawing on a
lifetime of research, John Romer chronicles
the history of Ancient Egypt from the building of the Great Pyramid through the rise
and fall of the Middle Kingdom: a peak of
Pharaonic culture and the period when
writing ﬁrst ﬂourished. He reveals how the
grand narratives of nineteenth and twentieth-century Egyptologists have misled us
by portraying a culture of cruel monarchs
and chronic war. Instead, based in part on
discoveries of the past two decades, this
extraordinary account shows what we can
really learn from the remaining architecture, objects and writing: a history based
on physical reality.
This book presents a complete and accessible description of the history of early India.
It starts by discussing the origins and
growth of civilizations, empires, and religions. It also deals with the geographical,
ecological, and linguistic backgrounds, and
looks at speciﬁc cultures of the Neolithic,
Chalcolithic, and Vedic periods, as well as
at the Harappan civilization. In addition,
the rise of Jainism and Buddhism, Magadha and the beginning of territorial states,
and the period of Mauryas, Central Asian
countries, Satvahanas, Guptas, and Har-
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shavardhana are also analysed. Next, it
stresses varna system, urbanization, commerce and trade, developments in science
and philosophy, and cultural legacy. Finally, the process of transition from ancient
to medieval India and the origin of the
Aryan culture has also been examined.
The period from the emergence of the
Greek city-state in the eighth century BC
to the reign of Alexander the Great and
the establishment of Greek monarchies
was one unparalleled in history for its brilliance in literature, philosophy, and the visual arts. This book reproduces the text of
the hugely successful Oxford History of the
Classical World: Greece and the Hellenistic
World in a standard paperback form. Written by a team of leading classical scholars,
it includes chapters on political and social
history, Homer, Greek myth, drama, science, and the great philosophers. All the
original line drawings and maps have been
retained, and an eight-page plate section
has been specially selected for this edition
by Sir John Boardman. - ;The period from
the emergence of the Greek city-state in
the eighth century BC to the reign of
Alexander the Great and the establishment of Greek monarchies was one unpar-
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alleled in history for its brilliance in literature, philosophy, and the visual arts. This
book reproduces the text of the hugely successful Oxford History of the Classical
World: Greece and the Hellenistic World in
a standard paperback form. Written by a
team of leading classical scholars, it includes chapters on political and social history, Homer, Greek myth, drama, science,
and the great philosophers. All the original
line drawings and maps have been retained, and an eight-page plate section
has been specially selected for this edition
by Sir John Boardman. Tells the story of the ancient world from
the earliest civilizations to the fall of the
Roman Empire in the stories of conquerors
and common people, myths and legends,
and the making and keeping huge empires
intact.
This work has been selected by scholars
as being culturally important, and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it. This work was reproduced from
the original artifact, and remains as true to
the original work as possible. Therefore,
you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these
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works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and
other notations in the work. This work is in
the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations.
Within the United States, you may freely
copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright
on the body of the work.As a reproduction
of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important
enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant.
Nearly every aspect of daily life in the
Mediterranean world and Europe during
the ﬂorescence of the Greek and Roman
cultures is relevant to engineering and
technology. This text highlights the accomplishments of the ancient societies, the research problems, and stimulates further
progress in the history of ancient technology.
This is a story studded with extraordinary
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achievements and historic moments, from
the building of the pyramids and the conquest of Nubia, through Akhenaten's religious revolution, the power and beauty of
Nefertiti, the glory of Tutankhamun's
burial chamber, and the ruthlessness of
Ramesses, to Alexander the Great's invasion, and Cleopatra's fatal entanglement
with Rome. As the world's ﬁrst nation-state, the history of Ancient Egypt is above
all the story of the attempt to unite a disparate realm and defend it against hostile
forces from within and without. Combining
grand narrative sweep with detailed knowledge of hieroglyphs and the iconography
of power, Toby Wilkinson reveals Ancient
Egypt in all its complexity.
A presidential scholar argues that in President Obama's ﬁrst two years in oﬃce, his
policies failed because of his use of persuasion on the public instead of exploiting
Democratic opportunities that already existed. By the author of The Strategic President.
The Oxford Encyclopedia of Ancient
Greece and Rome is the clearest and most
accessible guide to the world of classical
antiquity ever produced. This multivolume

reference work is a comprehensive
overview of the major cultures of the classical Mediterranean world--Greek, Hellenistic, and Roman--from the Bronze Age to
the ﬁfth century CE. It also covers the legacy of the classical world and its interpretation and inﬂuence in subsequent centuries. The Encyclopedia brings the work
of the best classical scholars, archaeologists, and historians together in an easy-to-use format. The articles, written by leading scholars in the ﬁeld, seek to convey
the signiﬁcance of the people, places, and
historical events of classical antiquity, together with its intellectual and material culture. Broad overviews of literature, history,
archaeology, art, philosophy, science, and
religion are complimented by articles on
authors and their works, literary genres
and periods, historical ﬁgures and events,
archaeologists and archaeological sites,
artists and artistic themes and materials,
philosophers and philosophical schools, scientists and scientiﬁc areas, gods, heroes,
and myths. Areas covered include: · Greek
and Latin Literature · Authors and Their
Works · Historical Figures and Events · Religion and Mythology · Art, Artists, Artistic
Themes, and Materials · Archaeology, Philo-
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sophers, and Philosophical Schools · Science and Technology · Politics, Economics,
and Society · Material Culture and Everyday Life
'This vivid and engaging book brings to life
some of the most important moments in
ancient history, moments that have
shaped not only the politics and culture of
bygone eras, but the institutions, thoughts
and fantasies of our time.' Yuval Noah
Harari (Sapiens) 'A bold and imaginative
page-turner that challenges ideas about
the world of antiquity.' Peter Frankopan
(The Silk Roads) 'As panoramic as it is
learned, this is ancient history for our globalised world.' Tom Holland (Dynasty, Rubicon)
________________________________________ Acclaimed historian and TV presenter
Michael Scott guides us through an epic
story spanning ten centuries to create a
bold new reading of the classical era for
our globalised world. Scott challenges our
traditionally western-focused perception of
the past, connecting Greco-Roman civilisation to the great rulers and empires that
swept across Central Asia to India and China - resulting in a truly global vision of ancient history. With stunning range and rich-
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ness Ancient Worlds illustrates how the
great powers and characters of antiquity
shared ambitions and crises, ways of thinking and forms of governing: connections
that only grew stronger over the centuries
as political systems evolved, mighty armies clashed, universal religions were
born and our modern world was foreshadowed. Scott focuses on three epochal 'moments' across the ancient globe, and their
profound wider signiﬁcance: from 509-8
BCE (birth of Athenian democracy and
Rome's republic, also the age of Confucius's teachings in China); to 218 BCE
(when Hannibal of Carthage challenged
Rome and China saw its ﬁrst emperor); to
312 CE, when Constantine sought to impose Christianity on the Roman world even
as Buddhism was pervading China via the
vast trading routes we now know as the
'Silk Roads.' A major work of global history, Michael Scott's enthralling journey challenges the way we think about our past,
re-draws the map of the classical age to reveal its hidden connections, and shows us
how ancient history has lessons for our
own times.
'Early Modern' is a term applied to the period which falls between the end of the mid-
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dle ages and the beginning of the nineteenth century. This book provides a comprehensive introduction to Europe in this
period, exploring the changes and transitions involved in the move towards modernity. Nine newly commissioned chapters
under the careful editorship of Euan
Cameron cover social, political, economic,
and cultural perspectives, all contributing
to a full and vibrant picture ofEurope during this time.The chapters are organized
thematically, and consider the evolving European economy and society, the impact
of new ideas on religion, and the emergence of modern political attitudes and
techniques. The text is complemented
with many illustrations throughout to give
a feel of the changes in life beyond the
raw historical data.
The Oxford history of classical receptio'n
in English Literature (OHCREL) is designed
to oﬀer a comprehensive investigation of
the numerous and diverse ways in which
literary texts of the classical world have stimulated responses and refashioning by English writers. Covering the full range of English literature from the early Middle Ages
to the present day, OHCREL both synthesizes existing scholarship and presents
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cutting-edge new research, employing an
international team of expert contributors
for each of the ﬁve volumes. 00OHCREL endeavours to interrogate, rather than inertly reiterate, conventional assumptions
about literary 'periods', the processes of
canon-formation, and the relations between literary and non-literary discourse.
It conceives of 'reception' as a complex
process of dialogic exchange and, rather
than oﬀering large cultural generalizations, it engages in close critical analysis
of literary texts. It explores in detail the
ways in which English writers' engagement
with classical literature casts as much light
on the classical originals as it does on the
English writers' own cultural context.
00This ﬁrst volume, and fourth to appear
in the series, covers the years c.800-1558,
and surveys the reception and transformation of classical literary culture in England
from the Anglo-Saxon period up to the
Henrician era.
Describes the life and career of the rock
singer and examines her recent appearances in music videos and feature ﬁlms.
An authoritative account of Ancient Egypt's mythology and religion and its awe-in-
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spiring temples and tombs.
This pioneering Handbook oﬀers a comprehensive consideration of the dynamic relationship between English literature and religion in the early modern period. The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were
the most turbulent times in the history of
the British church - and, perhaps as a result, produced some of the greatest devotional poetry, sermons, polemics, and
epics of literature in English. The early-modern interaction of rhetoric and faith is
addressed in thirty-nine chapters of original research, divided into ﬁve sections.
The ﬁrst analyses the changes within the
church from the Reformation to the establishment of the Church of England, the
phenomenon of puritanism and the rise of
non-conformity. The second section discusses ten genres in which faith was explored, including poetry, prophecy, drama,
sermons, satire, and autobiographical writings. The middle section focuses on selected individual authors, among them Thomas More, Christopher Marlowe, John
Donne, Lucy Hutchinson, and John Milton.
Since authors never write in isolation, the
fourth section examines a range of communities in which writers interpreted their

faith: lay and religious households, sectarian groups including the Quakers, clusters of religious exiles, Jewish and Islamic
communities, and those who settled in the
new world. Finally, the ﬁfth section considers some key topics and debates in early
modern religious literature, ranging from
ideas of authority and the relationship of
body and soul, to death, judgment, and
eternity. The Handbook is framed by a
succinct introduction, a chronology of religious and literary landmarks, a guide for
new researchers in this ﬁeld, and a full bibliography of primary and secondary texts
relating to early modern English literature
and religion.
An encyclopedic guide to 20th-century
communism around the world The ﬁrst
book of its kind to appear since the end of
the Cold War, this indispensable reference
provides encyclopedic coverage of communism and its impact throughout the world
in the 20th century. With the opening of
archives in former communist states, scholars have found new material that has expanded and sometimes altered the understanding of communism as an ideological
and political force. A Dictionary of 20th-Century Communism brings this scholar-
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ship to students, teachers, and scholars in
related ﬁelds. In more than 400 concise entries, the book explains what communism
was, the forms it took, and the enormous
role it played in world history from the Russian Revolution through the collapse of the
Soviet Union and beyond. Examines the political, intellectual, and social inﬂuences of
communism around the globe Features
contributions from an international team
of 160 scholars Includes more than 400 entries on major topics, such as: Figures:
Lenin, Mao, Stalin, Ho Chi Minh, Pol Pot,
Castro, Gorbachev Events: Cold War,
Prague Spring, Cultural Revolution, Sandinista Revolution Ideas and concepts: Marxism-Leninism, cult of personality, labor Organizations and movements: KGB, Comintern, Gulag, Khmer Rouge Related topics:
totalitarianism, nationalism, antifascism,
anticommunism, McCarthyism Guides readers to further research through bibliographies, cross-references, and an index
Provides an overview of Greek and Roman
art from the 8th century B.C. to the late Roman Empire, examining the diﬀerent
styles, artists, and patrons for each period
This beautifully illustrated volume tells the
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story of Britain and its people over two
thousand years, from the coming of the Roman legions to the present day. Encompassing political, social, economic, and cultural developments throughout the British
Isles, the dramatic narrative is taken upin
turn by ten leading historians who oﬀer
the fruits of the best modern scholarship
to the general reader in an authoritative
form, illuminating their text with carefully
chosen pictures and maps.A vivid, sometimes surprising picture emerges of a continuous turmoil of change in every period,
and the wider social context of political
and economic tension is made clear. But
consensus, no less than conﬂict, is a part
of the story: in focusing on elements of
continuity down the centuries, theauthors
bring out that special awareness of identity which has been such a distinctive feature of British society. By relating both these factors in the British experience, and
by exploring the many ways in which Britain has shaped and been shaped by contact with Europe and the wider world, thislandmark work brings the reader face to
face with the past, and the foundations of
modern British society.The new edition,
the ﬁrst for almost twenty years, brings
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the story into the twenty-ﬁrst century, covering the changes to British society and
culture during the Blair years and the invasion of Iraq and its aftermath.
This book is the ﬁrst study of how information ﬂows linked early modern cities in Europe and the Ottoman Empire. It is as
much about media of communication (i.e.,
how information circulated) as it is about a
wide variety of messages of communication (i.e., diﬀerent types of information including political news, local gossip, stories,
etc.). In doing so, it argues that stories circulating in Ottoman oral culture in Istanbul
could experience a second life inscribal
and printed newspapers in London and
Paris. One argument, therefore, is about
the mechanics of communication, and how
information ﬂows represented a type of
connectedness between Europe and
theMiddle East long before modern communications. But there is a larger argument too about early modern globalization
itself, namely that we cannot understand
these types of ﬂows and networks without
also thinking about the role that individual
people played in these processes. To this
end, what is unique about the approach of
this volume is that it tells the story about
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early modern communication through the
prism of a single person's experience,
namely William Trumbull.
Provides an overview of classical Greek
and Roman history, literature, art, philosophy, architecture, religion, government,
and daily life
The Oxford Handbook of Egyptology oﬀers
a comprehensive survey of the entire
study of ancient Egypt, from prehistory
through to the end of the Roman period.
Authoritative yet accessible, and covering
a wide range of topics, it is an invaluable
resource for scholars, students, and general readers alike.
The Oxford Dictionary of Late Antiquity is
the ﬁrst comprehensive reference book
covering every aspect of history, culture,
religion, and life in Europe, the Mediterranean, and the Near East (including the
Persian Empire and Central Asia) between
the mid-3rd and the mid-8th centuries AD,
the era now generally known as Late Antiquity. This period saw the re-establishment of the Roman Empire, its conversion
to Christianity and its replacement in the
West by Germanic kingdoms, the continuing Roman Empire in the Eastern Mediter-
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ranean, the Persian Sassanian Empire, and
the rise of Islam. Consisting of over 1.5 million words in more than 5,000 A-Z entries,
and written by more than 400 contributors, it is the long-awaited middle volume
of a series, bridging a signiﬁcant period of
history between those covered by the acclaimed Oxford Classical Dictionary and
The Oxford Dictionary of the Middle Ages.
The scope of the Dictionary is broad and
multi-disciplinary; across the wide geographical span covered (from Western Europe and the Mediterranean as far as the
Near East and Central Asia), it provides
succinct and pertinent information on political history, law, and administration; military history; religion and philosophy; education; social and economic history; material culture; art and architecture; science;
literature; and many other areas. Drawing
on the latest scholarship, and with a formidable international team of advisers and
contributors, The Oxford Dictionary of Late
Antiquity aims to establish itself as the essential reference companion to a period
that is attracting increasing attention from
scholars and students worldwide.
A chronological and interdisciplinary study
of early China from the Neolithic through

Warring States periods (ca 5000-500BCE).
Surveys the development of ancient
Egypt, from the time of the ﬁrst recorded
pharaoh to the conquest by Alexander the
Great, and describes the many changes
that occurred in a society that was not as
static as it seemed.
Incorporating the latest scholarly research,
the third edition of A History of the Ancient
Near East ca. 3000–323 BC presents a
comprehensive overview of the multicultural civilizations of the ancient Near East. Integrates the most up-to-date research,
and includes a richer selection of supplementary materials Addresses the wide variety of political, social, and cultural developments in the ancient Near East Updated
features include new “Key Debate” boxes
at the end of each chapter to engage students with various perspectives on a range
of critical issues; a comprehensive timeline of events; and 46 new illustrations, including 12 color photos Features a new
chapter addressing governance and continuity in the region during the Persian Empire Oﬀers in-depth, accessible discussions
of key texts and sources, including the Bible and the Epic of Gilgamesh
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Syria has long been one of the most trouble-prone and politically volatile regions of
the Near and Middle Eastern world, and indeed the world in general. This book looks
back beyond the troubles of the present to
tell the 3000-year story of Ancient Syria: of
the peoples, cities, and kingdoms that
arose, ﬂourished, declined, and disappeared, from the time of the region's earliest written records in the third millennium
BC, through to the reign of the Roman emperorDiocletian in the early 4th century
AD. The conclusion then looks forward to
the Muslim conquest in the 7th century
AD: in many ways the opening chapter in
the equally complex and equally troubledhistory of modern Syria.
Explore the entire history of the ancient
Egyptian state from 3000 B.C. to 400 A.D.
with this authoritative volume The newly
revised Second Edition of A History of Ancient Egypt delivers an up-to-date survey
of ancient Egypt's history from its origins
to the Roman Empire's banning of hieroglyphics in the fourth century A.D. The book
covers developments in all aspects of
Egypt's history and their historical sources,
considering the social and economic life
and the rich culture of ancient Egypt.
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Freshly updated to take into account recent discoveries, the book makes the latest scholarship accessible to a wide audience, including introductory undergraduate students. A History of Ancient Egypt
outlines major political and cultural events
and places Egypt's history within its regional context and detailing interactions with
western Asia and Africa. Each period of history receives equal attention and a discussion of the problems scholars face in its
study. The book oﬀers a foundation for all
students interested in Egyptian culture by
providing coverage of topics like: A thorough introduction to the formation of the
Egyptian state between the years of 3400
B.C. and 2686 B.C. An exploration of the
end of the Old Kingdom and First Intermediate period, from 2345 B.C. to 2055 B.C.
An analysis of the Second Intermediate Period and the Hyksos between 1700 B.C.
and 1550 B.C. A discussion of Greek and
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Roman Egypt between 332 B.C. and A.D.
395. Perfect for students of introductory
courses in ancient Egyptian history and as
background material for students of courses in Egyptian art, archaeology, and culture, A History of Ancient Egypt will also
earn a place in the libraries of students taking surveys of the ancient world and those
seeking a companion volume to A History
of the Ancient Near East.
In 14 original essays, this book reveals the
history of books in all their various forms,
from the ancient world to the digital present
This volume demonstrates a new approach
to cultural history, as it now being practiced by both historians and musicologists,
and the ﬁeld's quest to grasp the realms of
human experience, understanding, communication and meaning through the study of
music and of musical practices. The contributors employ a resonant new methodo-
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logical synthesis which combines the theoretical perspectives drawn from the "new
cultural history" and "new musicology" of
the 1980s with recent social, sociological,
and anthropological theories.
In this engaging and ambitious work, John
Romer aims to refocus the gaze of the
non-specialist away from the Pharaonic period (about which there are any number of
popular histories) onto the Neolithic, and
the growth of a centralised Egyptian state.
He traces ﬁfteen hundred years of development, from the emergence of farming communities along the route of the Nile to the
creation of the sophisticated administrative, transport and supply systems which
allowed the construction of the Great Pyramid. His approach is avowedly archaeological, aiming to get away from the priviledging of textual court-focused history, and
stressing the role and lives of the ordinary
peoples of Egypt.
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